
A pleasant sense of 
well-being from the ground up.
x-net® panel heating/cooling systems

I like it cosy. Kermi.



With the future-oriented x-net systems, Kermi is offering a network  
of intelligent solutions. Supplementing x-net with the appropriate  
optimally coordinated system components allows it to provide the best 
overall solution for every application situation. In a new-build or when  
modernising. With customised solutions and maximum flexibility.

The complete programme –  
customised for every application.
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I like it cosy. Kermi.

For nearly six decades now, Kermi has been developing and producing thermal comfort and shower  

design products at its headquarters in Lower Bavaria. Today, Kermi is among the leading manufacturers  

in Europe in these areas. As a pioneer when it comes to economy and ecology, Kermi keeps setting  

standards in technology, design, and efficiency with its approx. 1300 qualified employees in Plattling.

 

You can find out more about Kermi and our locations at www.kermi.com

At home in your own four walls: This is precisely where we yearn to  
be comfortable, in familiar surroundings, feeling safe and secure. The 
thermal comfort being right makes a significant contribution towards us 
experiencing our home in this way, allowing us to relax and have a rest. 

What makes the right thermal comfort? How do 

you measure comfort? At Kermi, we have been 

working on this for decades now. It all started with 

radiators and panel temperature control. Today, 

our focus is on creating an optimal temperature 

in the rooms we work and live in. We provide a 

feeling of security and being able to relax through-

out the year, with integral solutions for optimal 

warmth and thermal comfort in both new-builds 

and also in renovated existing housing. For this 

purpose, we utilise our expertise to sustainably 

combine water-based and electricity-based com-

ponents for heat generation, heat storage, control, 

heat transfer, and for residential ventilation. 

Healthy thermal comfort affects many aspects 

of life. Feeling good is what we experience. 

Future-proof and sustainable products made by 

Kermi give you the security of knowing that you 

have made a good decision for the environment 

as well. The Kermi system x-optimised provides 

optimal energy efficiency thanks to sophisticated 

interaction between all elements. All the while 

giving you a reliable high quality standard of Kermi 

components and systems. It is seamlessly ensured 

from product development through production 

to final inspection. On top of that, the working 

cooperation with our specialist partners, pre-sales 

and after-sales service, and the large number 

of additional services we offer give you a good 

feeling about it all. 

With our highly innovative solutions, we at Kermi 

provide healthy, “green” warmth, fresh, clean air, 

and a high level of comfort throughout the house. 

To ensure you feel good at home! 
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The ultimate feel-good factor.  
With maximum energy efficiency.  
How about that?
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The Kermi efficiency formula:

Comprehensive product data 
for the BIM planning process

Highest quality.
Produced in Germany for 
nearly sixty years now

Certified management
system according to  
ISO 9001/140001/50001

RAL quality mark  
as a guarantee  
for the highest quality

Heat output according  
to European standard  
DIN EN 442

All products are manufactured 
according to the highest
product quality standards in 
accordance with EN 442

You can rely on this

 EN 442
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A system for the future

Comfortable warmth and controlled ventilation are what affect your 

well-being in your work and living space. Heating and ventilation 

are mutually dependent. The trailblazing “Kermi system x-optimised” 

offers a range of advantages for future-proof heating and ventilation 

technology. 

In the past, the proportion of water-based heating systems using 

fossil fuel energy sources was high. This has changed considerably. 

Regenerative electricity production is consistently supplying more 

electricity, making this energy an important building block in a  

modern heating concept. Today already, Kermi is cleverly combining 

the water-based and electricity-based components in the system 

x-optimised, thereby enabling particularly sustainable use of energy, 

providing healthy thermal comfort.

A systemic approach is paramount, the heart of which is modern 

management of energy and comfort levels. It optimises the interfaces, 

minimises energy losses between system components, and improves 

the energy efficiency by miles. The innovative x-buffer layered buffer 

storage is optimally coordinated with the operating mode and 

efficiency of the x-change heat pump. Heat transfer has its clearly 

defined place within the system. Residential ventilation ensures that 

there is dust-free and pollen-free fresh air which provides the best  

air quality in the room. 

Everything for healthy thermal comfort
Sustainably generating heat. Storing heat energy for the long term. Selectively controlling heat. 
Efficiently transferring heat. And ventilating your living space in a controlled manner. This is the 
innovative and integral approach of the “Kermi system x-optimised”. 

And the systemic approach goes even further. Components that fit 

together and are perfectly tailored to each other mean greater safety 

& security. Kermi's unique Plug & Heat principle unites the parts of 

the installation which belong together. The intuitive operation  

of the system makes it easy to optimally control it in daily use. 

Improving energy efficiency

The energy efficiency of the entire system is the result of the x-fold 

optimised components and their perfect interaction. Each component 

is designed to be highly efficient in its own right. The x-fold optimi-

sation between individual components considerably increases the 

efficiency of the whole system even further. Having all system compo-

nents from a single source means that you get additional quality and 

planning security. 

All parts of the “Kermi system x-optimised” have been developed by 

Kermi or under Kermi's direction, using state-of-the-art technology, 

and have been subjected to strenuous testing. This means that  

“x-optimised” is an x-fold promise for x-fold performance thanks to 

the intelligent use of components based on water or electricity.

The Kermi system x-optimised controls the interaction between  

the areas with attention to detail and demand:
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One point of contact for one system

Every building has different framework conditions and requirements. 

With Kermi you have a competent partner for optimal heating and 

thermal comfort by your side for housing construction. With the 

integrated water-based and electricity-based solutions from a single 

source, not only are efficiency and energy saving guaranteed, but 

also feeling comfortable and pleasantly warm. Even with complicated 

structural conditions in an existing building, heating and thermal 

comfort systems made by Kermi provide a significant advantage.  

This is because the components are also highly efficient and innovative 

during energy-efficient refurbishing of existing buildings.

Being comfortable –  
from a single source.
The whole is more than the sum of its individual parts. Particularly if every part is powerful,  
works reliably, is of high quality, and meets modern design requirements. Nothing less will  
do as far as we at Kermi are concerned.

Functionality combined with attractive design

Functionality and design have always belonged together at Kermi. 

When developing all of our products, we work every day toward  

combining them which each other at a high level. Prizes and awards  

for innovative technological solutions and product design are the 

result. This means you can rely on the quality, functionality, and 

design of all aspects of Kermi brand products and systems.
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steel panel radiators

panel heating/cooling

radiators for bathrooms 
and living spaces

energy and comfort 
management

heat storages

heat pumps
residential ventilation

he

heat pumps
sidential ventilation

Your strong partner for heating since 1960

For nearly six decades now, Kermi has been the specialist for transferring heat. With  
a large number of radiators and systems for panel temperature control, we have repeat-
edly set the benchmark for energy efficiency, ecology, and design. The development of  
unique, innovative x2-technology is setting a standard with the therm-x2 steel panel 
radiators which – thanks to the patented operating principle – repeatedly achieves top 
performance with regard to energy efficiency and comfort. With the unusually wide 
programme of x-net panel heating/cooling, there is nothing in the way of extensive heat 
dissipation with a high proportion of radiant heat. 

There is a wide range of bathroom and living room radiators to choose from.  
Convectors are high powered specialists for rooms with large window areas where  
they quickly provide cosy warmth. Heating panels are popular with the high  
proportion of cosy radiant heat they produce. The aesthetic design, the customised 
styling, and first-class workmanship make Kermi design radiators value-added design 
elements in bathrooms and living spaces. The designs beautifully complement modern 
architecture. Numerous models have won prestigious design awards. 
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Comfort in a new dimension: 
Heating and cooling with x-net®

Anyone who values optimum heating comfort and wants complete creative freedom,  
will find Kermi is the optimal starting point: x-net panel heating and cooling systems.  
This allows you to combine a powerful heat source in the winter with a draught-free  
cooling system for the summer. Particularly when designing the rooms, this solution  
with the virtually invisible heating is perfect, giving greater freedom to discover new 
interior design options.

More comfort, lower costs

There are two things that modern heating systems absolutely  

need to provide: On the one hand, they need to offer the required 

level of comfort, and on the other hand, they need to help make 

savings on energy costs through high energy efficiency and reduce 

the environmental impact. From the consistent orientation towards 

the energy saving future to sensitive control, x-net panel heating and 

cooling systems will impress you with a range of system advantages. 

More options, less effort

Carefully engineered system technology making work easier, faster, 

and safe. With optimally coordinated components for simplified 

processing steps and perfectly standard installation as a result. 

Everything has been thought through in great detail and oriented  

towards being highly practical – starting with the special unrolling 

unit to the high quality x-net 5-layer pipes, right up to the  

problem-solving manifold cabinet. The x-net +e11 mat system  

should be your first choice anywhere that there is no central  

heating network available. Electric panel heating is suitable for any  

installation situation – and is particularly suitable for renovation.
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 W Comfort through pleasant radiant heat 
 W Energy efficiency thanks to low flow temperature 
 W Environmentally friendly thanks to wide range of options  

to combine alternative energy sources 
 W Great design freedom for new-builds, modernising old buildings, 

or when renovating 
 W Hygienic comfort thanks to warmth without dust dispersion 
 W Heating and cooling in a single system, providing optimal  

thermal comfort throughout the year 
 W Economic solutions for the commercial sector as well
 W Also available as an electrical solution, ideal for renovation

Kermi x-net: Benefits at every turn
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x-net® C16 clip system x-net® C17 klett panel x-net® C15 thin layer system
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Insulation-free systems
Anyone who needs to pay special attention to ensuring the panel 
heating construction is particularly low, will find the perfect solution  
in the Kermi systems without insulation. Optionally as a clip system,  
a klett panel, as a knob element, or a thin layer system.
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Insulation-free systems

Panel heating/cooling for wet screed which is highly suitable for floating screed.  
Quick installation due to laying panels without having to match the room geometry  
precisely and simple panel cutting. Universal application on all surfaces.

With the x-net C16 clip system, Kermi now offers a panel heating/

cooling system that meets all requirements. Regardless of the floor 

insulation, the x-net C16 clip system can be processed unbeatably 

fast and is exceptionally sturdy. The system provides key  

 W Unbeatably fast installation 
 W Exceptionally robust pipe fixing  

with 14 x 2 or 16 x 2 system pipes
 W Problem solver during refurbishment
 W Highly suitable in combination  

with mineral insulation materials  

with demanding sound insulation  

requirements
 W Unique x-net Clip former with up  

to 200 stored x-net C16 clips allows 

quick, yet ergonomic processing
 W Panel made of polypropylene  

prevents mould formation
 W Suitable for heating and cooling 
 W Heating technology tested according  

to DIN EN 1264 and DIN CERTCO  

certified

Kermi advantages

benefits during installation in conjunction with floating screed and 

for problematic surfaces, for example on soft mineral wool insulation 

or for pipe installations on unfinished flooring.

The x-net C16 clip former is used to reshape 

the clip. Pressing the handle down tensions  

a spring on the inside and releases at the 

bottom trigger point. The spring-loaded 

working stroke effects a constant reshaping 

of the x-net C16 clip, independently of the 

power applied and the operating speed.  

For fast and ergonomic work.

x-net® C16 clip system:  
unique underfloor heating – fast, robust,  
and universal for every surface



The x-net C16 clip panel is designed with  

a hollow-chamber structure and ensures that 

the x-net C16 clip has a completely secure 

and firm hold within the internal structure. 

The rounded longitudinal edges of the clip 

are close fitting around the pipe.

Cutting with the x-net cutter knife  

is remarkably easy. Clean blunt edges  

are produced without effort and  

without residue.

The x-net C16 clip panels are resistant 

to bending and unbreakable. Therefore, 

maximum safety is guaranteed even on 

 problematic surfaces.

The combination with soft insulation materials 

provides the best impact sound insulation, 

particularly in residential construction.  

The materials used prevent mould formation 

without chemical additives and provide the 

sensitive sub-structure with optimalprotection.
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7F 378-F / 7F 379-F

dB
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Insulation-free systems

The x-net C17 klett panel as a folding panel is the ideal addition to the Kermi 
range of x-net panel heating and cooling systems without insulation for wet 
screed. Tool-free and flexible pipe laying as well as the best floating screed 
properties allow the pipes to be laid particularly quickly and efficiently.

Great flexibility and installation freedom make the x-net  

C17 klett panel an ideal panel temperature control solution. The  

x-net PE-Xc klett pipe can be laid tool-free on the tear-resistant,  

textured klett film laminated on with high retention strength.  

The insulation-free system panels made of polypropylene with  

hollow chambers can be laid on on-site insulation and are therefore 

particularly suitable for soft insulation materials with demanding 

sound insulation requirements. Thanks to the special folding  

technology, the panels lay flat and flush on all surfaces. Self-adhesive 

strips on the long side in combination with side film overhang allow 

panel joints which are floating screed tight to be fitted quickly.  

A double-sided special klett strip with extreme retention strength  

and klett upper side is available as an optional accessory. 

 W Maximum flexible, tool-free pipe laying 

which can be reversed at any time
 W Panel made of polypropylene  

prevents mould formation
 W Highly suitable in combination with min-

eral insulation materials with demanding 

sound insulation requirements
 W Self-adhesive overlapping strips ensure  

panel connections which are floating 

screed tight
 W Suitable for heating and cooling 
 W Heating technology tested according to  

DIN EN 1264 and DIN CERTCO certified

Kermi advantages

Tried and trusted x-net hollow chamber  
panel technology with tool-free pipe fixing

x-net® C17 klett panel:
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Thanks to the special folding technology,  

the panel lays flat and flush on all surfaces. 

Easy floating screed tight connection of panel 

joints with the self-adhesive film overlap.

Easy one-man installation. Tool-free and with 

quick and secure pipe fixing.

The klett strip on the pipes grips the klett film 

on the insulation panel and thus ensures  

maximum retention strength. 

7F 501-F

dB
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Insulation-free systems

x-net® C15 thin layer system:  
A good centimetre of underfloor heating  
especially for renovation
Panel heating/cooling for renovation. Short drying times, quick reaction time and low 
static weight. System-defined standard-compliant installation distances and extremely  
low flow temperature through minimal pipe covering.

Super slim, lightweight, and quick – these are the special strengths of 

the x-net C15 thin layer system. Compared to the conventional systems, 

the knob element in the x-net C15 thin layer system is constructed  

such that the sealing compound permanently bonds with the substrate. 

This enables extremely low floor mounting. This makes the system 

ideal for efficient renovation solutions, with the option for heating and 

cooling. Can be laid directly after appropriate pre-treatment on almost 

all surfaces, without laborious breaking or demolition work.

 W Tool-free pipe laying which can  

be reversed at any time
 W Problem solver during refurbishment
 W Knob element made of polystyrene  

prevents mould formation 
 W Low element height of 14 mm,  

complete floor mounting 17–22 mm 

(without floor covering)
 W Pipe dimension 12 x 1.4 means  

35 % larger hydraulic diameter  

for longer heating circuits  

than with the pipe dimension 10 x 1.3
 W The perforated knob structure with its 

special x-net geometry ensures ideal  

distribution of the floating screed
 W Suitable for heating and cooling 
 W Heating technology tested according to  

DIN EN 1264 and DIN CERTCO  

certified

Kermi advantages
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In one and the same knob element, the 

pipe dimensions 10 x 1.3 mm as well as 

12 x 1.4 mm can be laid. Using the  

pipe dimension 12 mm means that a 35 % 

greater hydraulic diameter can be achieved.

Fixed by the self-adhesive backing on the 

knob elements. Simply remove the protective 

film and lay on an appropriately pre-treated 

surface.

The pipe can be fixed in any direction 

without additional pipe fasteners.

+35 %

The sealing compound flows through the 

punch-outs in the knob element. This creates 

a stable compound with the load-bearing 

surface which needs to be prepared accord-

ing to the screed manufacturer's instructions.

10 12

7F 239-F

dB
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x-net® C11 knob system x-net® C12 tacker system x-net® C17 klett system x-net® C13 dry system
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If the necessary installation height is available, then underfloor heating  
with insulation is the best choice. The insulation reduces the energy costs  
and increases comfort. The x-net connect systems supplement this perfectly,  
as they prevent uncontrolled heat radiation from the feed pipes.

Systems with insulation
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Systems with insulation

x-net® C11 knob system:  
An underfloor heating classic –  
efficient in every direction
Panel heating/cooling for wet screed optimally suited for floating screed.  
The knob structure and system-defined installation distances perfectly protect 
the pipe during the construction phase.

A pleasant sense of well-being throughout the year combined with maximum 

energy efficiency. The panel heating and cooling system optimised with 

innovative internal developments and carefully engineered detail solutions 

is impressive with its tried and trusted knob plate technology. Perfectly 

coordinated system components and a carefully designed assembly system 

guarantee clean and safe installation in residential and commercial buildings. 

Optimal for one-man pipe laying.

 W Tool-free pipe laying which can  

be reversed at any time 
 W Large panels for fast insulation installa-

tion with 14 x 2 or 16 x 2 system pipes
 W Suitable system panel for every  

application: 

1. Impact sound insulation  

for apartment separation floors 

2. Rigid foam insulation  

for high floor loads
 W Parallel and diagonal pipe laying  

possible without pipe fasteners
 W Perfect protection for the pipe during  

the shell construction phase due to the 

knob structure
 W Suitable for heating and cooling 
 W Heating technology tested according to  

DIN EN 1264 and DIN CERTCO  

certified

Kermi advantages
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Straight line pipe layout parallel to the  

plate edges possible or diagonal without 

additional pipe fasteners.

The special knob undercut on the rugged 

thermoforming film permits use of different 

pipe dimensions and ensures optimum  

retention in the knob plate.

14 16

High flexibility allows tight bending radii and 

reduces the restoring forces in pipe elbows.

Simple sealing of plate joints through use  

of laterally overlapping  thermoforming film  

to create a screed tight protective cover acc. 

to DIN 18560.

7F 104-F / 7F 372-F
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Systems with insulation

x-net® C12 tacker system:  
A classic among underfloor heating solutions –  
with great retention strength and efficiency
Panel heating/cooling for wet screed optimally suited for floating screed.  
Insulation can be laid quickly and remaining pieces of insulation are easy 
to process. Absolute freedom when laying the pipes.

Energy saving, efficient low temperature technology providing  

cosy thermal comfort throughout the year, as well as great flexibility  

and installation freedom make the x-net C12 tacker system an ideal  

panel heating/cooling solution for residential and commercial areas. 

 W Large tacker folding plates/rolls  

for laying insulation quickly
 W Suitable tacker insulation for every 

application: 

1. Impact sound insulation  

for apartment separation floors 

2. Rigid foam insulation  

for high floor loads
 W Highly tear-resistant anchor woven foil  

for high impact strength and huge 

retention  

strength of the x-net pipe anchors
 W Three system pipes – one pipe anchor:

 – x-net 5-layer pipe 14 x 2

 – x-net 5-layer pipe 16 × 2

 – x-net 5-layer pipe 17 x 2
 W x-net tacker tool and stored  

x-net pipe anchors for quick,  

smooth pipe fixing
 W Suitable for heating and cooling 
 W Heating technology tested according to  

DIN EN 1264 and DIN CERTCO certified

Kermi advantages

The best floating screed properties and innovative in-house  

developments, such as the special x-net tacker technology ensure 

particularly fast and efficient installation and absolutely secure 

pipe fixing.

The practical x-net C12 tacker 

tool is impressive with its robust 

and durable construction. The 

low weight and the narrow, 

rounded supporting foot make 

it possible to fix the x-net pipe 

anchors in place quickly and 

securely. The storage rail can 

hold plenty of anchors. 
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x-net C12 tacker roll in different insulation 

thicknesses with a coverage area  

of up to 15 m². For use in large  

to medium-sized rooms.

The x-net C12 pipe anchor is impressive with 

its high retention strength and rounded  

external contour for effectively deflecting 

external forces. Six flexible barbs per pipe 

anchor expand under the film and form  

a large support surface. This reliably prevents 

the pipe anchor from being pulled out. 

The narrow, rounded supporting foot  

of the x-net tacker tool makes it easy to 

securely place the pipe anchors on the  

tacker insulation.

The six barbs of the pipe anchor ensure 

optimal pipe retention near the surface of the 

tacker insulation. There are therefore only  

a few millimetres of room for movement, 

even under tensile load. Stored without  

adhesive tape for quick, smooth work.

7F 105-F / 7F 373-F
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Systems with insulation

x-net® C17 klett system:  
The tool-free installation system – quick, safe  
and with maximum retention strength
Panel heating/cooling for wet screed optimally  
suited for floating screed. Flexible pipe laying and tool-free 
pipe fixing with maximum retention strength.

The x-net C17 klett system allows pipe laying without tools. And that 

with the greatest amount of flexibility and freedom where to lay the 

pipes and then easily adjust their position. The ideal solution for panel 

heating/cooling – quick, safe, and efficient, without penetrating the 

cover on the insulating layer. Insulation can be laid really quickly and 

remaining pieces of insulation are easy to process.

 W Large format klett rolls to lay insulation 

quickly
 W Also available as x-net C17 klett fleece 

roll for additional impact sound  

protection during refurbishment  

(only 6 mm installation height)
 W High retention strength of the klett  

fixing system thanks to optimally  

coordinated components
 W Flexible installation distances for  

adjustment to unusual room geometries 

as well
 W Suitable for heating and cooling 
 W Heating technology tested according to  

DIN EN 1264 and DIN CERTCO certified

Kermi advantages
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Kermi x-net C17 klett insulation and  

klett pipe – all you need for perfect,  

tool-free installation.

x-net klett fleece roll is self-adhesive on  

virtually all surfaces and due to its low height 

of only 6 mm, is particularly suitable for use 

in renovation.

Tool-free and therefore quick  

pipe fixing. Easy one-man installation.

Subsequent position adjustment allows easier 

fanning out of the pipes on the manifold.

7F 422-F
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Systems with insulation

x-net® connect systems:  
EnEV-compliant underfloor heating in the hallway  
with increased impact sound protection

Embedded feed pipes passing through the screed radiate heat without control.  
x-net connect puts an end to this, thus enabling EnEV-compliant panel heating/cooling 
with the stipulated single room control for rooms with more than 6 m² floor space 
with increased impact sound protection according to VDI 4100.

With x-net connect, the feed pipes passing through are not 

embedded in the screed. This innovative connection system takes  

the pipes from the manifold in a special insulation layer under 

the screed and does not let them appear in the screed layer until 

they reach the place where they need to dissipate heat. So x-net 

connect selectively conducts the heat underneath the screed, e.g.  

in the hallway. A separate controllable x-net connect heating circuit 

can be realised with x-net klett pipes (optional). Apart from the  

high pipe retention strength of the klett connection, with this type 

of pipe fixing, there is no danger of the feed pipes passing through 

being pierced by pipe fixing elements.

 W Realisation of the single room control  
in accordance with the EnEV requirement also 
for hallways with a high pipe density

 W Significant reduction of heat loss from the 
feed pipe passing through The complies with 
pipe insulation according to EnEV

 W Impact sound reduction along the same lines 
as EPS DES sg 30-2 (x-net connect)

 W Increased impact sound protection  
in accordance with EPS DES sm 35-3 according 
to VDI 4100 (x-net connect plus)

 W Can be used for the x-net systems
 – x-net C11 knob system 
 – x-net C12 tacker system 
 – x-net C16 clip system 
 – x-net C17 klett system 
 – x-net C17 klett panel

 W Quick and reliable processing
 W Absolute flexibility in pipe layout
 W Reduction of unwanted heat dissipation  
from feed pipes to <10 W/m²

Kermi advantages

Installation video: 
www.kermi.com/x-netconnect-montage

x-net connect floor mounting

30 mm (x-net connect)
35 mm (x-net connect plus)

6 mm

16 mm

45 mm*

x-net connect-base

feed pipe passing through

x-net connect cover

heating circuit which can be controlled separately 

(optional) screed
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Feed pipes passing through  

in the screed without insulation.  

Based on the thermal simulation calculation, 

it can clearly be seen that a lot of heat is 

dissipated unintentionally into the hallway 

through uninsulated feed pipes.

Feed pipes passing through in  

the screed with 4 mm insulating hose.   

Using a 4 mm insulating hose on the feed 

pipes only slightly reduces the heat loss.

Connection with x-net connect systems.  

The high insulating effect of x-net connect 

systems reduces the unintentional, 

uncontrollable heat dissipation from the 

feed pipes to <10 W/m². With a separately 

controllable heating circuit to x-net connect,  

real single room control can be realised.

Impressive impact sound insulation

With both the systems connect  

(EPS DES sg 30-2) and connect plus  

(EPS DES sm 35-3) both positions together 

have the same impact sound reducing  

effect as the EPS DES sg or EPS DES sm 

type insulation panels, if these are  

installed as standard under the screed.  

The impact sound improvement of the  

connect systems is ensured here, even 

if the feed pipes passing through are 

arranged closely together.

Depiction of upward insulation effect

 

For a sufficiently high insulating effect,  

a feed pipe embedded in the screed  

needs to be sheathed at least in  

a 20 mm insulating hose (100 % insula- 

tion) – this cannot actually be realised 

in practice due to the installation height 

required.

 

With much lower installation height

x-net connect attains the same

insulation effect. This is ensured by the

thermal decoupling from the screed.

dB
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Systems with insulation

x-net® C13 dry system:  
Versatile lightweight – particularly  
for renovation
Panel heating for dry screed elements and wet screed – particularly ideal  
for renovation. Short reaction time, low weight and low construction height.  
When used with wet screed for heating and cooling.

In combination with dry screed elements, the x-net C13 dry system 

(pipes in the insulating layer) permits especially lightweight floor 

construction that, in addition, requires minimal time to complete. 

Even with wet screed, a low construction height and lower weight 

over area than the classical wet system (pipes in the screed) can  

be realised. 

 W Low height of x-net drywall board 

25 mm for system pipes 14 x 2
 W High load-bearing capacity and protec-

tion of pipes due to closed structure of 

the surface
 W Snaking curves and three transverse 

pipe ducts in the head area for laying 

two heating circuits in one room
 W High pipe retention strength due to Ω 

contour of the x-net heat-conducting 

plate
 W x-net heat-conducting plate made of  

steel or aluminium depending on the 

application
 W Heating technology tested according  

to DIN EN 1264 and DIN CERTCO  

certified

Kermi advantages

The Kermi x-net hot cutter with 

its high output of 90 W is ideally 

suited for quickly cutting addi-

tional pipe ducts.

The Kermi x-net Omega cutting 

blade cuts pipe ducts with an 

Omega contour for particularly 

high pipe retention strength.
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The three transverse pipe ducts in the  

head area allow two heating circuits to  

be installed in a room without having  

to create additional pipe ducts.

x-net manifold panel 25 mm:

professional, suitable for application

detailed solution for pipe layout in  

the manifold connection area.

x-net aluminium heat-conducting plate:  

30 % more output at the same flow 

temperature when compared to heat 

conducting plate made of steel.

x-net heat-conducting plate made of steel

x-net heat-conducting plate 

made of aluminium

Additional pipe duct cut with the 

x-net Omega cutting blade. Reliable pipe 

fixing due to undercut.

7F 139-F / 7F 140-F 
7F 507-F / 7F 508-F 
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x-net® C21 wall heating  

cleaning system

x-net® C22 wall heating  

dry system
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Wall heating provides comforting warmth across the surface of the  
wall into the room. With their low flow temperatures, they are ideally 
suited for low temperature heating, such as heat pumps. Kermi offers  
precision-engineered solutions for new-builds and renovation. 

Wall heating
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Wall heating

x-net® C21 wall heating cleaning system:  
For additional flexibility
Optimal panel heating/cooling for plastered wall surfaces.  
Generates pleasant radiant heat at low flow temperatures. Quick reactions due  
to minimal pipe covering, suitable for combination with underfloor heating.

 W Based on the pipe dimension 14 x 2,  

wall surfaces of up to 10 m² can be 

covered  per heating circuit
 W Reliable venting based on pipe  

dimension 14 x 2
 W Single connection or connection in 

the Tichelmann system to the heating 

circuit manifold
 W Simple to process and 100 % oxygen 

diffusion-proof MKV composite pipe
 W Universally adaptable to  

wall areas in any shape
 W Only approx. 25 mm structural thick-

ness of the unfinished solid wall up to 

the plaster surface (depending on how 

flat the wall is and on the plaster used)
 W Suitable for all usual plaster types
 W Pipe layout of wall heating that has 

been installed can be made visible with 

x-net thermofoil

Kermi advantages

When it is a matter of keeping system temperatures low and gener-

ating optimal comfort in your living area, panel heating is the right 

choice. Depending on the situation, wall heating is an alternative or 

ideal supplement to underfloor heating: In the case of cladding with 

increased heat transmission resistance, e.g. wooden flooring, or if 

existing floor coverings are to be retained during refurbishment, or 

if for example, the underfloor heating output in the bathroom is not 

enough. The x-net C21 wall heating plaster system is the optimal 

panel heating/cooling solution for rooms with plastered walls.  

The normal plaster types are: gypsum, lime, lime-gypsum, gypsum-

cement or cement-based plaster as well as clay plaster.
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Wall-mounting is done with screws or wall 

nails. The self-adhesive strip on the back  

makes installation easier by fixing the rail 

in place.

Rail width omega-shaped pipe clips in a 5 cm 

grid ensure easy installation and secure pipe 

retention.

The horizontal pipe layout makes plastering 

easier. The low structure height allows plaster 

thicknesses starting from 25 mm. This makes 

special sizes, for example around door frames 

and window sills, unnecessary.

An extensive range of fittings allows single 

connections or Tichelmann connections to be 

made with ease.
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Wall heating

x-net® C22 wall heating dry system:  
The new easy installation method
The perfect panel heating for dry construction. Produced using drywall construction  
without drying times, without moisture in the construction. Can be installed on all surfaces with 
firm support over the entire surface, for example also on pitched roof areas or concrete walls. 

 W The pipe  dimension 14 x 2, allows  

wall surfaces of up to 10 m² to be 

covered per heating circuit
 W Reliable venting 
 W Single connection or connection in 

the Tichelmann system to the heating 

circuit manifold
 W Simple to process and 100 % oxygen 

diffusion-proof MKV composite pipe
 W Produced using drywall construction 

without drying times, without mois-

ture in the construction
 W Pipe layout of wall heating that has 

been installed can be made visible 

with x-net thermofoil
 W x-net heat-conducting plate made of  

steel or aluminium depending on the 

application

Kermi advantages

If it is a matter of keeping system temperatures low and generating 

optimal comfort, panel heating is absolutely the right choice. De-

pending on the situation, the wall heating provides a problem-free 

alternative or is an ideal supplement to underfloor heating. In the 

case of cladding with increased heat transmission resistance, e.g.  

a wooden board flooring, or if existing floor coverings are to be 

retained during refurbishment, or if for example, the underfloor 

heating power is not enough. The x-net C22 wall heating drying 

system is extremely well suited as panel heating for all walls 

which form a full contact, fixed surface and which are fitted with 

panelling made of plasterboard, fibre-reinforced plasterboard, or 

other , drywall elements suitable for wall heating.
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The 25 mm drywall boards are installed 

between battens and fixed in place with 

adhesive mortar. Adhesive mortar is applied 

to the entire surface to ensure contact with 

all the wall panelling. The batten structure  

is used to secure the wall panelling.

The marking groove on the plate is used  

for positioning the heat-conducting plate.  

Additional pipe ducts that may be required 

can be produced accurately using the 

x-net heat-cutter.

The length of the heat-conducting plate can 

be adjusted by making a simple, burr-free 

break at the pre-punched breaking points.

The special Ω contour ensures high pipe 

retention strength and optimal heat transfer 

through the x-net heat-conducting plate  

to the wall structure in front.
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x-net ⁺e11 mat system
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Electric underfloor heating solves the problem where there is no system 
available for central hot water heating or where the installation height 
available is only very low. An ideal solution, particularly for renovations. 

Electrical solutions
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Electrical solutions

x-net ⁺e11 mat system: electric  
underfloor heating with low installation height
With its low installation height and the manageable installation effort, the  
Kermi x-net ⁺e11 mat system is the ideal solution for retrofitting underfloor heating. 
But also suitable for new-builds if no central pipe system is planned for.

 W Extra flat heating mat with very low 

installation height
 W Ideal for renovation
 W Perfect for decentralised heating of 

single rooms
 W To be laid directly under the floor  

covering according to DIN EN 50559 
 W Room temperature regulator with floor 

sensor to limit the floor temperature
 W Daily and weekly program with start 

optimisation according to eco design 

guideline ErP 2015/1188
 W Pre-fabricated installation set

Kermi advantages

As electric underfloor heating, the x-net +e11 mat system does not 

need any heat transfer media or storage. That is why the Kermi system 

is impressive with its low installation height, making it suitable for any 

installation situation, particularly for renovations. The Kermi system 

is suitable for practically any floor covering, as it is embedded in the 

tile glue or the screed directly under the floor covering. The very short 

heating period makes the x-net +e11 mat system ideal for individually 

heating single rooms.
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The complete set with self-adhesive heating mat makes for easy 

installation. The x-net +e flush-mounted controller with floor sensor 

controls the electric panel heating with timer program for room 

temperature control and can be integrated into the scheme of 

on-site switches. Up to two heating mats can be connected per 

controller. The corresponding floor sensor for limiting the maximum 

or minimum floor temperature can be installed quickly and easily 

with a protective pipe.

The x-net +e11 electric panel heating  

complies with the eco design guidelines  

and is offered as a complete set in  

different sizes.

The panel heating which is neutral to mag-

netic fields is comfortably controlled using  

a room thermostat. The thermostat fits into 

any flush-mounted box and can be integrated 

into various switch programs with the right 

adapter frame.
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x-net® C14 industrial panel heating/cooling
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Panel heating for commercial and industrial buildings allows optimal use 
of the rooms without radiators taking up any space or disrupting the work 
flow. Apart from that, there are then no cleaning and maintenance costs 
and effort for the heat exchanger. 

Industrial panel heating
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Industrial panel heating

x-net® C14 industrial panel heating:  
optimal for large areas with high loads

For heated and cooled hall floors. High energy efficiency due to low flow  
temperatures for efficient heat generators, including waste heat recovery from  
production processes, solar heat, or heat pumps. Reduction of transmission  
heat losses through the roof  area through even vertical temperature distribution.

 W Easy quick installation through adjust-

able installation bracket for the IFH 

manifold and the x-net pipe dispenser 

for ergonomic pipe handling
 W Can be used for many types of  

concrete, such as steel concrete,  

pre-stressed concrete, vacuum  

concrete, fibre-reinforced concrete
 W Unlimited use of the hall through  

complete spatial freedom
 W Maintenance-free panel heating  

system and low operating costs
 W Professional support with planning 

and on location

Kermi advantages

The x-net C14 industrial panel heating demonstrates its strengths 

in concrete floor constructions which are designed without floating 

screed and which have good thermal coupling between their support-

ing layer and their top layer. The water conducting pipe registers are 

embedded in the lower part of the supporting layer in the concrete. 

Industrial panel heating is ideally suitable for heating large halls in 

winter, but also for heat dissipation during operation with cold water 

in summer. Depending on the design of the concrete floor construc-

tion, the x-net C14 industrial panel  heating can be designed with 

different pipe fixing systems. x-net C14 ensures an even temperature 

across the whole floor, emitting pleasant radiant heat and with 

minimum air movement in the room without dust dispersion and 

draughts appearing.
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The pipe registers of the x-net C14 industrial 

 panel heating system can be adjusted in any 

order. Meanders or double meanders are the 

usual layout pattern, but other patterns can 

be easily implemented as well.

Reliable press couplings made of brass with 

two O-ring seals made of high-quality EPDM 

per sealing point are available for both pipe 

dimensions 20 x 2 mm and 25 x 2.3 mm.

The x-net clamp ring screw connection 

makes it possible to connect pipe dimensions 

20 x 2 mm and 25 x 2.3 mm to the existing 

manifold outlets with ¾" external thread 

and Eurocone.

The 80 mm connection spacing of the x-net 

IFH manifold reduces pipe density in the 

manifold area and thus ensures the most 

uniform possible temperature distribution 

through the concrete.

7F 200-F / 7F 201 -F 
/ 7F 20 2-F
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System components

x-net® system pipes:  
durable, tested, and certified 

Complete system testing of pipes and connections for watertightness. The pipes are produced  
acc. to valid DIN standards and testing by independent institutes ensures consistently high quality. 
Precisely coordinated system components and accessories allow quick and easy installation.

All system pipes have the following 

characteristics:
 W Oxygen-tight acc. to DIN 4726
 W Application class 5, 6 bar
 W Max. 90 °C operating temperature
 W Smallest bending radius 5 x d

x-net 5-layer-PE-Xc pipe x-net 5-layer PE-Xc klett pipe x-net 5-layer-RT-Xa pipe

Cross-linked polyethylene pipe,  
manufactured according to DIN 16892

Cross-linked polyethylene pipe wrapped with klett strip,  
manufactured according to DIN 16892

Cross-linked polyethylene pipe,  
manufactured according to DIN 16892

Tested and monitored according to DIN EN ISO 15875 and  
DIN EN ISO 21003

Tested and monitored according to DIN EN ISO 15875  
and DIN EN ISO 21003

Tested and monitored according to DIN EN ISO 21003

5-layer technology to protect the EVOH oxygen barrier layer from abrasion

Unrolls without twisting with the x-net unrolling unit 

x-net 5-layer PE-RT pipe x-net metal-plastic composite pipe (MKV)

Special polyethylene pipe,  
manufactured according to EIN 16833

Dimensionally stable, multi-layer composite pipe 

Tested and monitored according to DIN EN ISO 22391 Tested and monitored according to DIN EN ISO 21003

5-layer technology to protect the  
EVOH oxygen barrier layer from abrasion

Consisting of a PE-RT inner pipe, butt-welded aluminium pipe 
(oxygen barrier layer), and outer PE protective layer

Unrolls without twisting with the x-net unrolling unit Unrolls without twisting with the x-net unrolling unit 

Max. 10 bar operating pressure

3V200 MVR (P)
3V375 MVR (P)

3V271 MVR (P)
3V414 PE-RT

3V396 MVR (M)

3V375 MVR (P) 3V413 MVR (P)

PE-Xc base pipe

PE-RT base pipe PE-RT inner pipe

PE-Xa base pipePE-Xc base pipe

Adhesive layer

Adhesive layer Adhesive layer

Adhesive layerAdhesive layer

Oxygen barrier layer

Oxygen barrier layer Aluminium backing layer

Oxygen barrier layerOxygen barrier layer

Adhesive layer

Adhesive layer Adhesive layer

Adhesive layerAdhesive layer

Protective layer

Protective layer PE-RT protective layer

Protective layerProtective layer

Klett strip
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Remaining lengths remain well-protected  

in the packaging, ready for transportation 

at any time. The unrolling unit can be folded 

up and can easily be transported in any car. 

Delivery includes a carrying case.

Suitable for all x-net system pipes
 W 10 × 1.3: 120 and 240 m
 W 12 × 1.4: 120 and 240 m
 W 14 × 2: 120, 240, 600 and 1000 m
 W 16 × 2: 120, 240, and 600 m
 W 17 × 2: 240 and 600 m
 W 20 × 2: 240 and 600 m

All individual components solid, manufac-

tured with high precision and designed 

for durability – Kermi development as we 

know it.

Large pipe coils in special stretch-film 

packaging, which can be unrolled right out 

of the packaging using the x-net unrolling 

unit. Quick and easy installation of the 

x-net 5-layer pipes with centre-pull feeding. 

Easy to smoothly roll up again. Functional 

packaging for light-protected storage  

of remaining bundles of pipes as well.

Installation video  
unrolling unit

 W Quick, easy pipe installation  

thanks to centre-pull feeding  

with the x-net unrolling unit  

for ergonomic pipe handling
 W Easy to roll the pipes up again  

when making corrections
 W Light-protected storage of  

remaining lengths of pipe in the  

original packaging without  

additional packaging effort 

Kermi advantages

x-net® unrolling unit:  
Ergonomic from start to finish

The Kermi x-net pipe unrolling unit for tension and twist-free unrolling of the 
x-net system pipes from the packaging. This makes quick, uncomplicated work 
possible on the construction site. Remaining lengths stay protected in the  
multi-functional packaging and are easy to store.
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System components

x-net® manifold:  
For quick and easy connections
The Kermi heating circuit manifold for heating and cooling will impress you  
with its compact design and its quick and easy installation. The water quantities  
can be adjusted precisely and allow optimal hydraulic balancing. 

x-net manifold 1" comfort

Stainless steel special profile manifold for adjusting, shutting off, and  

distributing volume flows for panel heating and cooling systems. Flow 

section with an integrated flow meter display for each heating circuit 

for precise regulation of the flow rate without any tools. The water flow 

can be read from the sight glass. Return section with an integrated 

thermostat insert for each heating circuit for attaching x-net actuators. 

Resistant to hot water additives acc. to VDI 2035 and resistant  

to approved antifreeze agents with a concentration of max. 30 %.

x-net control station 1"

The compact x-net control station 1" is used for decentralized control 

of the flow temperature. The flow temperature can be infinitely 

adjusted from 20 °C to 50 °C using the mixer valve with integrated 

temperature control. The performance range reaches up to 13 KW 

or respectively up to 175 m² heating surface at approx. 75 W/m² 

heat demand. To prevent the panel heating flow temperature being 

exceeded without authority, a temperature monitor is installed in 

the panel  heating flow which switches off the pump when the fixed 

maximum temperature of approx. 60 °C is reached and after cooling 

down switches itself on again.
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x-link plus connection fitting

The x-link plus connection fitting integrates the connection of the  

panel heating/cooling with that of the bathroom radiator in a single 

unit. An additional control circuit is not required for the panel heat-

ing/cooling. Precisely coordinated interfaces allow quick installation 

without a separate wall box for controlling the panel heating/

cooling. x-link plus combines the valve shut-off block and x-link 

connection fitting for all bathroom radiators in a compact design 

with a 50 mm centre connection and Verteo steel panel radiators, 

offering additional comfort without complex  installation.
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System components

x-net® home station  
with underfloor heating manifold: For hygienic  
domestic water heating and efficient heat supply
Kermi x-net home stations ensure hygienic domestic water heating using the continuous  
flow principle and efficient heat supply using an integrated underfloor heating manifold  
and direct heating circuit. 

The home station can be operated with all heat sources and is also 

available with an integrated circulation model and insulation hood. 

Ideal for quick, uncomplicated installation: Specially developed 

innovative plug connections mean you no longer have to retighten 

internal screw connections. The new plug connection technology 

in combination with the high degree of pre-assembly of the whole 

station including the underfloor heating manifold significantly 

reduce installation times. 

 W Stainless steel heat exchanger  

soldered with copper or stainless steel
 W Hot water output 37 kW, 45 kW,  

and 55 kW
 W Integrated underfloor heating  

manifold for 2 to 12 heating circuits
 W 3 and 5 pipe system versions available
 W Integrated differential pressure  

controller for hydraulic balancing of 

the stations between each other
 W Special plug connection –  

no need to retighten internal  

screw connections
 W No legionella testing required
 W Perfectly coordinated modular design 

for a trouble-free installation
 W Spacious manifold cabinet with a lot of 

room for connecting the panel heating 

pipes and control components makes 

it quick and convenient to work on

Kermi advantages

The efficiency is also exemplary. The special panel embossing of the 

heat exchanger makes for 10 % better heat transfer. In addition to 

that, there is around 30 % lower pressure loss in the heat exchangers 

which saves an additional 5 % of pump energy. Thanks to the mod-

ular design, the separate components are assembled and installed 

in real time as required by the build. Soiling or loss of the individual 

components are minimised as a result. Perfectly matched components 

also reduce installation costs and avoid unnecessary energy losses.
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Our tip: Order, install, finance – step by step.

Allow yourself greater planning security by placing separate orders 

for each stage of installation. At Kermi you can benefit from practical 

ordering depending in progress with construction. This reduces the 

risk of the individual components being damaged, stolen, or soiled 

while on the construction site. This saves time and effort for storing 

components which are currently not required. And you do not need  

to prefinance components which will not be installed until later.

1 2 3
Raw drywall installation  

The first step is to mount 

the cabinet. Two to twelve 

heating circuits can be 

installed, depending on the 

width of the cabinet. When 

using the 5-pipe station,  

up to 8 heating circuits can 

be installed.

Panel heating installation 

The ball valve set and the 

corresponding manifold sets 

are not installed until the 

panel heating is installed. 

Final installation 

The system with the 

home station, an optional 

insulating hood, and finally 

the frame and doors is only 

installed once the dirty  

construction work is finished. 



System components

x-net® controls:  
Heating comfort at the press of a button
Clever control for panel heating and cooling. This means the desired heating 
comfort can be set individually for every room. Clever control also means: 
clever savings. x-net control is available in two product lines, to precisely suit 
the particular requirements.

x-net comfort controller for heating/cooling 

The Kermi x-net comfort controller for heating/cooling provides the 

highest level of operating comfort and control quality with energy savings 

of up to 20 %. You can easily control the room thermostat on the wall at 

home or via the Internet while out and about, using a tablet or smart-

phone. The x-net comfort control is future-proof by being completely 

equipped for heating and/or cooling systems, both in the wireless and 

cable-connected version (protected against polarity reversal 2-wire bus).

x-net standard heating and cooling control

With the Kermi standard x-net control, the panel heating/cooling 

can be controlled according to demand and quite easily for every 

single room. The room controllers are optionally available with  

or without a display, also as a flush-mounted version. Wired with 

electrical installation cable 5 x 1.5 mm².

Wall mounted controller LCD 230 V

 W Electronic PI controller with pulse width 
modulation

 W High quality display showing  
actual temperature, operating mode, and time

 W Up to 4 actuators can be connected
 W Automatic mode and operation lock
 W Antifreeze protection and valve protection 

function
 W Easy, language-neutral operation
 W Eco operation/night reduction using input 

for external timer

Wall-mounted controller 230 V

 W Bimetal 2-point controller with rotary knob
 W With thermal feedback
 W Up to 4 actuators can be connected

Dewpoint monitor 230 V

 W For early detection of  
the risk of condensation

 W If the temperature falls below the dew point, all 
affected actuators are closed

Terminal strip 230 V

 W Connection unit for quick and easy connection 
of the standard room controller to the actuators 
using high quality plug-in terminal contacts

 W Strain relief and overload protection integrated
 W Up to 18 actuators can be connected
 W Optional: with pump shutdown and heating  

and cooling function 

Room control unit with display  
wireless / cable-connected

 W High quality display showing  
actual temperature, operating mode, and time

 W Automatic mode and operation lock
 W Antifreeze protection and valve protection function
 W Easy, language-neutral operation
 W Comfort functions: holiday, party, presence, absence
 W Weekly program
 W Backlighting (cable-connected)
 W Optional: with additional external sensor  

for detecting floor or room temperature

Room control unit without display 
wireless / cable-connected

 W Setpoint limitation
 W Optional: public building model  

without control option

Switch actuator wireless / cable-connected

 W Electronic PI controller with pulse width modulation
 W Load distribution through staggered actuation  

of the actuators
 W Intelligent control with self-actuated adaptation  

to room properties
 W Up to 12 (cable-connected)  

or 18 (wireless) actuators can be connected
 W Up to 7 switch actuators can be coupled (Mas-

ter-Slave) 
 W Pump shutdown
 W Heating and cooling with dew point monitor
 W Safety temperature limit with on  

site safety temperature limit
 W Freely programmable output 

(e.g. boiler switch off)

50 Kermi x-net panel heating/cooling
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The switch actuator and actuators  

are installed in the manifold cabinet  

of the x-net panel heating/cooling.  

The perfectly coordinated components  

not only ensure quick and safe installa-

tion but also reliable functionality.

Room control unit with dis-
play for bus and wireless

Room control unit without 
display for bus and wireless

Future-proof through 
upgrade option with 
micro-SD card.  
Multiple days solutions 
via wireless or bus cable, 
ideal for a building with 
central management. 

Coupling via  
home network

Switch actuator

Actuator Actuator Actuator
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System selection / component selection

No compromise:  
The right system for every requirement
At Kermi, you will find a seamless range of products which meets all the  
requirements made of panel heating/cooling. For new-builds and renovation,  
for living space, trade, and industry. 

Kermi x-net® 
system selection

Application areas
Housing 

construction

Office and  
commercial 
buildings

Industrial 
buildings

New-builds
Refurbish-

ment
Heating Cooling

x-net C16 
clip system

b b b b b b

x-net C17  
klett panel

b b b b b b

x-net C15 
thin layer  system

b b b b b

x-net 
rail system

b b b ( b ) b b

x-net  
knob film  
economic

b b b b b b

x-net C11 
knob system

b b b ( b ) b b

x-net C12 
tacker system

b b b ( b ) b b

x-net C17 
klett system

b b b ( b ) b b

x-net connect 
systems

b b b b b b

x-net C13 
dry system

b b b b ( b )

x-net C21 
wall heating /  
plaster system

b ( b ) b b b b

x-net C22 
wall heating / 
 dry system

b ( b ) b b b

x-net +e 11  
mat system

b b b b b

x-net C14  
industrial  
panel heating

b b b b

b = available ( b ) = limited availability



Kermi x-net®  
system 
components

Recommended basis for
x-net components

System pipes
Connection 
technology

Manifold
Manifold 
cabinets

Control 
system

Screed 
accesso-

ries

System 
accesso-

ries

x-net C16 
clip system

PE-Xc 
PE-RT 
PE-Xa
14 / 16

Screw  
and press-on 

connector

Stainless 
steel heat  
flowmeter

On-wall
flush- 

mounted

Single- 
room  

control
b b

x-net C17  
klett panel

PE-Xc 
Klett
16

Screw 
and press-on 

connector

Stainless 
steel heat  
flowmeter

On-wall
flush- 

mounted

Single- 
room  

control
b b

x-net C15 
thin layer  system

PE-Xc
10 / 12

Screw  
connector

Stainless 
steel heat  
flowmeter

On-wall
flush- 

mounted

Single- 
room  

control
b

x-net  
rail system*

Multi-layer  
composite pipe

16

Screw 
and press-on 

connector

Stainless 
steel heat  
flowmeter

On-wall
flush-

mounted

Single- 
room  

control
b b

x-net 
knob film  
economic*

PE-Xc
PE-RT
PE-Xa
16 / 17

Screw 
and press-on 

connector

Stainless 
steel heat  
flowmeter

On-wall
flush-

mounted

Single- 
room  

control
b b

x-net C11 
knob system

PE-Xc 
PE-RT 
PE-Xa
14 / 16

Screw  
and press-on 

connector

Stainless 
steel
heat  

flowmeter

On-wall
flush- 

mounted

Single- 
room  

control
b b

x-net C12 
tacker system

PE-Xc 
PE-RT 
PE-Xa

14 / 16 / 17*

Screw  
and press-on 

connector

Stainless 
steel heat  
flowmeter

On-wall
flush- 

mounted

Single- 
room  

control
b b

x-net C17 
klett system

PE-Xc  
klett
16

Screw  
and press-on 

connector

Stainless 
steel heat  
flowmeter

On-wall
flush- 

mounted

Single- 
room  

control
b b

x-net connect 
systems

For feed pipes passing through with the pipe dimension 16 x 2  
in the following x-net systems: x-net C11 knob system, x-net C12 tacker system,  

x-net C16 clip system, x-net C17 klett panel, x-net C17 klett system  
optional heating circuit: PE-Xc klett pipe 16

x-net C13 
dry system

PE-Xc 
PE-RT 
 PE-Xa 

multi-layer 
composite pipe

14 

Screw  
and press-on 

connector

Stainless 
steel heat  
flowmeter

On-wall
flush- 

mounted

Single- 
room  

control
b b

x-net C21 
wall heating /  
plaster system*

Multi-layer 
composite pipe

14

Screw  
and press-on 

connector

Stainless 
steel heat  
flowmeter

On-wall
flush- 

mounted

Single- 
room  

control
b

x-net C22 
wall heating / 
dry system*

Multi-layer 
composite pipe

14

Screw  
and press-on 

connector

Stainless 
steel heat  
flowmeter

On-wall
flush- 

mounted

Single- 
room  

control
b

x-net +e 11  
mat system

Available as a complete set with controller

x-net C14  
industrial  
panel heating

PE-Xc
20 / 25

Screw  
and press-on 

connector

Stainless 
steel

On-wall
b

Connection systems
Multi-layer 

composite pipe 
16

Screw  
and press-on 

connector
b

* no DIN-CERTCO laying system certification available
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Healthy, comfortable heat and unlimited 

showering comfort with the comprehensive 

Kermi thermal comfort and shower design 

programmes.

Please find more information on 

www.kermi.com

x-net panel heating/

cooling

therm-x2 

Steel panel radiators

Convector

Wet floor system

x-change 

Heat pump

Heating panel

Shower enclosure

x-buffer 

Heat storage

“Design radiators

x-center 

Controller

x-well 

Residential ventilation
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